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FlashBlade

The file/object challenge
structured vs unstructured

Big, Fast, Simple

8TB/52TB
500K IOPS
15 GB/s
NFSv3, Object and 1.6PB (3:1 data reduction rate) (N+2 redundancy)
Elasticity - Pure1
Power - 1850W Fully loaded

All digital science and media
“analytics of everything” - billions of connected devices, real-time opportunity
cloud-native applications - a new framework to develop continuously and scale 
inherently

Beta Installs
Rich Media
- Movie, Studios, SFX
- Streaming and broadcast
- Gaming
- User Image, diagnostic imaging, financial images (e.g. shutterfly)

Data Analytics
- log analysis, sensor analysis
- reservoir simulation
- genomic analysis, sequencing
- financial modelling, risk models

Technical Computing
- SW dev, CI & CD
- EDA, verification
- machine learning, deep learning
- simulation, compute farms

Why did you build your own HW? (Isn’t that so 1990s?)
Why not integrate gateway in front of FlasArray like the other vendors do?
Hasn’t scale-out IP storage been solved already? What is better in your approach?

*Brian Gold (director, engineering) @briantgold



Need scale
- capacity - from TB to PB
- concurrency - few to thousands
- access patterns - from small files and metadata to large, streaming workloads
without drowning users or admins in complexity

Modular architecture - blade chassis
Software-defined networking (?)
2 Broadcom Trident-II ethernet switch ASICs
collapses 3 networks (FE, BE and control) into 1 high performance fabric
8x 40Gbs QSFP connections into customer ToR switches

High performance, integrated fabric connected to scalable server nodes

SSDs solve 2 key challenges
- I/O scheduling and data placement
- flash translation and wear levelling
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Can we remove the FTL?
Problem: flash translation limits scheduling parallelism and capacity scaling
Insight: Give array-level software control over flash translation and visibility into IO 
scheduling so it can maximise parallelism
Outcome: An 8-16TiB storage unit with little overhead. Full-system write performance 
that’s 2x greater than with SSDs

What about NVRAM?
Why does an SSD need non-volatile RAM?
Flash writes are ~16KB per page, and we don’t want to burn an entire page for a 1 
byte write. SSDs include small non-volatile regions - DRAM and capacitors - to buffer 
in-flight writes

NVRAM in FlashBlade
Problem: Flash writes are ~16KB per page, and we don’t want to burn an entire page 
for a 1 byte write. We want a large NVRAM pool (GBs), and we don’t want to 
manage a separate NVRAM device
Insight: Supercapacitators are simple, reliable, and provide large energy reserves. 
Use the DRAM as NVRAM and flush to flash on power down
Outcome: What can we do with a custom NVRAM device? Accelerate distributed 
transactions!

Intel Xeon-D (System on chip) connecting via PCIe to 16TB storage units (x3)

Takeaways
1. An integrated blade chassis provides density and simplicity
2. all-flash storage that unlocks the parallelism inside an SSD
3. An NVRAM engine built for distributed transaction processing



*Rob Lee (director, engineering)

scale-out challenges (creating distribution at every tier)
1. distribute connections
2. distribute and protect data
3. distribute controller logic

connection distribution - common approach is direct addressing / distinct networks
- separate BE/FE networks
- client-driven connection through DNS load balancing

Pure approach - single network endpoint
uses single virtual IP address
load balancing across all blades
each blade can service any client connection - stateless connection handling / 
forwarding

distribute and protect data
common approach - federating the namespace
- portions of namespace mapped to storage nodes
- no coordination required for data access
- difficult to share unused storage across nodes
- difficult to share performance across nodes
- easier to add an existing storage architecture

Pure approach
FlashBlade data distribution - wide-stripe erasure coding with +2 redundancy
- replicate NVRAM updates to 3 blades
- distribute data across all flash. Form RAID stripes across many blades

Smallest config is 7 blades, can scale out 1 at a time after that

distribute controller logic
common approach is federation - federating the namespace for intra-node control
- portions of namespace mapped to storage nodes
- no coordination required across nodes
- unbalanced performance and capacity across cluster
- easy to implement into existing storage architecture

another approach is partial distribution - shared metadata / distributed locking
- allow uniform access to modify metadata
- simplifies coordination and failover
- efficient lock management critical for performance
- “chatty” inter-cluster messaging
- access to metadata requires global coordination

Pure approach
FB: Global distribution - exploit parallelism through dynamic partitioning
- metadata efficiency - query and update performance, storage/caching efficiency
- shared-nothing partitioning - create independence and parallelism in control 



processing, no SPoFs/bottlenecks
- instant performance - migrate processing immediately, no data movements 
required, predictable performance when it counts

FB High-level View
- split into independent partitions
- many partitions on each blade
- partitions migrate to any blade

Each partition manages its own:
- namespace operations
- data layouts 
- data protection
- maintenance (GC, FTL, etc)

partition sees array of storage across each blade
storage unit provides some resources for each partition

Partition (Authority) Recap
- shared-nothing - managed data/metadata is non-overlapping with other authorities
- independent - manages its data and metadata, manages its own maintenance (e.g. 
NVRAM flush, GC, space reporting, etc)
- discoverable - internal messaging protocols to advertise and address authorities 
directly - no globally-consistent lookup table
- relocatable - authority can run on any blade (but only one at a time)

Each one is similar to a mini FlashArray controller

efficient partitioning
- object IDs
- object data
- object links

map/hash to a numeric range, partition the range

example: write data path

logical vs physical management
- authority management
- Flash/NVRAM management

example: “instant performance”

Distributed Coordination - Do less. Do what’s faster in hardware.
- optimistic protocol - optimise for success case - minimise communication, minimise 
contention/locking, minimise commits to NVRAM (x3)
- parallelizable - optimistic transactions can proceed and commit parallel. Only 
conflicting updates serialise - minimise through distribution
- hardware accelerate - storage unit support for distributed transactional commit, hw-
accelerated transaction engine to offload CPUs



- reconcile at storage - only point of coordination/reconciliation is at the storage 
(NVRAM)

Software - Takeaways 
1. Achieve scalability though parallelism at all layers
2. create parallelism through deep partitioning and distribution
3. minimise the cost of distributed coordination


